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What’s important in Changi as a partner is that you look beyond the 
project’s scope, and that’s an incredible asset. You’re very flexible, and 
really want to understand the pain point and find the solution. That’s 
very, very important aspect. A solution provider that gets into the thick 
and thin of the issues we have and that really challenged us on
things we thought we want, but didn’t need. In all these aspects, Changi 
was extremely helpful and efficient. We have to recommend you! 

Arvind Kumar, Manager of Architectural Advisory, Technal Middle East

“

Technal Middle East

Technal Middle East, a subsidiary of Technal France, a part of Hydro group, is a pioneer 
for architectural aluminum façade systems in the GCC and MENA region. Their offices 
and warehouses spread across Bahrain, UAE, and Oman. The company offers their 
customers 360-degree bespoke systems, services, and support, from the design 
stage to the building stage.

With a history of 40 years in the region, Technal Middle East has built a reputation for 
innovative designs. It has also compiled an impressive portfolio of building projects. 
“Our global aim is to surpass customer expectations in terms of quality, as well as 
value-to-money,” says Arvind Kumar, Manager of Architectural Advisory at Technal 
Middle East. 

However, the digital disruption has re-written the rulebook on customer expectations, 
forcing even the most established businesses to change their traditional processes in 
order to remain ahead in the market.

A Digital Renovation

So an award winning portfolio and a 
legacy of success weren’t going to be 
enough. To further stabilize its position 
in the market, Technal needed to better 
understand customers’ behaviors and 
expectations in order to offer them the 
right products at the right price. 

Additionally, the company needed a 
system that improved visibility, tracking, 
and reporting of leads, opportunities, and 
sales pipelines. The intelligence gathered 
would then be used to determine how 
Technal can improve its customer journey.

Fortunately, innovation is at the 
heart of the brand and that mental 
model led Technal to realize that a 
digital transformation was needed. 
So an organizational decision was 
made to renovate the traditional 
model by adopting a Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) 
system, which was the only way 
for Technal to continue attracting 
prospects, retaining customers, 
and driving growth. 



Soon afterwards, the mother company sent out a request to its subsidi¬aries 
to follow suit and find a CRM that fits their needs. “The reason for a CRM was 
obvious. It would make our business smoother and process¬es easier,” said Kumar. 
“The challenge was which CRM to use. Being an independent organization, Technal 
Middle East were given the option to choose the CRM that best fits our business.”

A CRM system would help Technal achieve better efficiency, as well as 
drive more revenue by effectively aligning people and processes for both 
sales and marketing initiatives. 

So Technal France went on to choose the Salesforce CRM solution, 
purchasing over 600 user licenses for its employees.

Understandably, when a business functions for 
almost half a century with its roots firmly in the 
ground, migrating to the “cloud” can feel in-
timidating. That’s why Technal Middle East’s ideal 
solution provider had to meet a set of criteria and 
appease a few reservations.

The primary thing Technal Middle East dreaded 
was leaving it’s comfort zone. “Our organization 
is 40 years old, so it was important to accept 
and embrace change positively,” Kumar stated. 
“It was a challenge for people to adapt to a new 
technology and change their mindsets.” Technal 
Middle East looked for someone with a lot of 
experience to advise them on the right solution, 
address change management, and take over the 
entire implementation process.

Technal Middle East was also concerned about 
how CRM system would integrate with the existing 
ERP system. So their first consideration was to 
look to their ERP provider for a CRM solution. “It 
would have the same interface, the same tools, 
and would easily integrate with our existing 
system.”

Salesforce was their 
second option, since 
Technal France had 
already undergone 
a massive adoption. 
“But after weighing 
the pros and cons 
of both systems, 
Salesforce was 
clearly the choice for 
us,” Kumar said. 

Shifting from Rigid to
Flexible



SALESFORCE CRM WAS CUSTOMIZABLE TO 
STRATEGICALLY ANSWER TECHNAL MIDDLE EAST’S 
REQUIREMENTS. IT ALSO MADE IT EASIER TO FOLLOW 
THE SAME MODEL AND PROCESSES AS THE PARENT 
COMPANY. 

Technal Middle East now needed to find a Salesforce solutions provider. And from 
among several competing firms, Technal chose Changi to take on their project for two 
fundamental reasons.

Finding A Reliable Partner in Changi

First off, Changi’s good reputation preceded 
them. “Salesforce highly recommended 
Changi. They knew our requirements quite 
well, and said that if they had to choose from 
the many implementers they had, they would 
choose Changi,” said Kumar. 

This combination appeased Technal Middle 
East as it showcased Changi’s previous 
experience in solving similar challenges. 
References also confirmed that 
Changi’s first and foremost desire was to 
understand their client’s real challenges 
before focusing on how to design and 
configure the solution that’s really needed.

Not to mention that Changi openly offered 
Technal Middle East references to their 
previous clients they’ve worked with, who, 
according to Kumar, “had very nice things to 
tell about them”. 

The other deciding factor was Changi’s integrity and freely given counsel 
from the start. “Changi was honest enough to tell us that, although they 
can help us with the implementation, top management needed to give a 
clear directive that we needed to use Salesforce.” 



A Tailor-made Façade

CHANGI HANDLED OUR CHALLENGES QUITE WELL 
WHEN IT CAME TO MANAGING THE WHOLE PROCESS.

according to Kumar

“
Technal Middle East realized that their challenges required more than an off-the-shelf 
module, and Changi understood that quite well.

“THEY REALLY GOT INTO ALL THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS. 
THEY EVEN CONSIDERED ALL THE PROBLEMS WE’LL HAVE 
EVENTUALLY.”

Changi tailored and 
customized these solutions 
to answer Technal Middle 
East’s specific challenges, 
and then integrated them 
with the company’s existing 
ERP system.

Two consultants with backgrounds in 
construction worked on Technal Middle 
East’s implementation. This brought in the 
experience to really understand the scope 
and to design a fully comprehensive 
solution.

Ultimately, Technal Middle East adopted 
the Salesforce Lightning Platform and the 
Salesforce Sales Cloud.

Changi went on to explain that Salesforce should not be treated as a fancy tool,
but a part of work life . So Technal Middle East’s management needed to make 
sure all their employees were on board by adding Sales-force to their incentive 
plan and making it part of the company’s appraisal. Wanting this implementation 
to be a smashing success, Technal Middle East took Changi’s advice to heart. “We 
also employed a full time resource to be our CRM Champion, so that employees 
can refer to this resource on the long term.”



“Through the entire 2 months of interacting with Changi’s team, we ended 
up with a module that’s really fine tuned to our exact requirements.” The 
customized solution simplified Technal Middle East’s sales process, mainly 
tracking of leads, opportunities, daily activities, and studies generated by 
sales personnel. It also integrated with Technal Middle East’s back office, 
facilitated internal communications, and most importantly, provided the 
sales team with a 360-degree view of all the accounts they deal with. 

Additionally, the new system eliminated much of the manual, time-
consuming work involved in tracking and reporting sales activity and KPIs.

On the whole, the project was delivered in approximately 6 months, starting 
with discovery and ending with Admin and End User trainings. To maintain 
a cohesive business model across the global organization, a team from the 
parent company was dispatched to inspect the new solution and verify that 
all configurations met what they had in Technal France. 

According to Kumar, the reaction was stunning. The European sister companies 
“were pretty amazed” with how well Technal Middle East’s Salesforce 
imple¬mentation was. “We have module’s they don’t have. We’re on lightning, 
too. Changi used the same soul, the same ingredients, but made it better. 
They’ve done something quite unique with our Salesforce.”

But Changi’s work doesn’t end with deployment. Once a project is implemented 
and delivered, Clients are offered an additional one-year maintenance 
agreement. “We realized after using Salesforce that we needed more modules 
and some processes refined,” said Kumar, explaining that a company can’t be 
completely sure of what it needs from a CRM during the scope phase. “Having 
this agreement helped us a lot. It gave us peace of mind that if we needed 
anything additional, we could always go back to Changi and they would help us.”

“We’re proud of the journey. We ended up with exactly what we asked for.” On 
that note, Kumar added a piece of advice to any organization looking for a CRM 
provider.



“Imagine What’s Next”

Organizational discipline was the first tangible result of Technal Middle East’s 
Salesforce integration. “Our data is organized, we have everything streamlined, 
our weekly meetings are on Salesforce, our reports are on Sales-force. That’s a 
big, big change. And that’s a very critical and big thing.” 

TODAY
And while it took employees a little over a month to 
understand the whole new process, today, Technal 
Middle East boasts around 98% employee adoption rate. 
Having an internal CRM resource also helped them a lot 
during the adaption.

Additionally, Technal Middle East just launched their website online. And since the 
company now “lives and breathes Salesforce”, the first instinct was to link the new 
site to Salesforce CRM.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT PARTNER WHO REALLY 
UNDERSTANDS YOUR BUSINESS PROCESSES AND 
LIMITATIONS, AND WHO REALLY UNDERSTANDS YOUR 
PAIN POINTS.

added Kumar

“



Since then, Technal Middle East has commissioned Changi to integrate Pardot 
with their Salesforce CRM, in order to automate their marketing initiatives and link 
them with their pros-pect lifecycle management. This move clearly re-establishes 
the great relationship between the two companies to further enhance the 
business processes at Technal Middle East.

YOU ARE GREAT PEOPLE TO WORK WITH, IN EVERY SENSE!
I THINK FOR A COMPANY WHO’S NOT SURE WHY

 THEY NEED A CRM CHANGI WILL DEFINITELY HELP THEM 
INTEGRATE WELL.

Arvind Kumar, Manager of Architectural Advisory, Technal Middle East

“

Changi Consulting, LLC is a customer-centric consulting firm and a 
Salesforce Consulting Partner in the EMEA region.
We build and deliver cloud-based solutions focused on helping you 
accelerate, automate, and optimize your operations.

changiconsulting.com

+971 4 431 9034 ChangiConsulting

CHANGI CONSULTING LLC, SUITE 2905
JBC5 TOWER, CLUSTER W, JLT, DUBAI, UAEsuccess@changiconsuslting.com

“IT’S AN EXCITING MOMENT FOR US TO REALLY SEE THE 
LEADS COMING INTO OUR BUSINESS. WE OBVIOUSLY WANT 
TO MAKE SURE THAT THE MARKETING WE DO IS TRANSLATED 
INTO VIABLE OPPORTUNITIES. 

AND NOW, WITH SALESFORCE, WE’RE TRYING TO SEE HOW 
THESE LEADS CAN BE FURTHER NURTURED.”


